Interaction and stimulation is the key to any successful event and collaborative party games will create a lively, casual and most importantly, fun atmosphere. Keep your guests entertained and engaged throughout your festivities with The Party Collaborative. Catalyst Ranch has created these activities to suit groups of all sizes. They require minimal space in your room and all the activities can be turned into a competitive team game. We can even supply prizes upon request. **Activities can be rented individually or for $600 get the complete for the complete package.**

**Scavenger Hunt Nametags**
30 min facilitated exercise- $75

An immediate icebreaker, help create new and interesting conversations with scavenger hunt nametags. Along with their name, guests write one interesting fact about themselves and one fact they would like to learn about other guests.

**Mindbender MashUp - $80**

Riddles, brain teasers, trivia and puzzles formatted on PowerPoint slides, personal workbooks and large boards. You pick which format to use for your group. Each format has different questions to test your guests’ brain power. Make this activity competitive and race to see who can finish their workbook first OR solve as many riddles as possible in 20 minutes. The team with most correct answers wins.

**Trivia Puzzle Board - $80**

This activity combines two things many people love; puzzles and trivia. A wall mounted board filled with trivia answers forms the base of this game. Guests grab a puzzle piece with trivia questions on the back, solve the trivia and find the corresponding answer to complete the puzzle. A colorful Catalyst Ranch kaleidoscope image with our jumping monkey logo forms the puzzle picture. Race to see how fast the puzzle can be completed or enjoy at a leisurely pace.

**Exquisite Corpse**
30-60 min facilitated exercise- $300 for up to 50 and $450 for 51-100 participants

To explore the mystery of accident, Parisian Surrealists employed a collective collage of words or images called the cadaver exquis. Based on an old parlor game, it was played by several people, each of whom would write a phrase or draw a picture on a sheet of paper, fold the paper to conceal part of it, and pass it on to the next player for their contribution. This activity uses that same Surrealists format, but with sculpture as a medium. Guests receive a bag full of found objects, tools and a set of rules. Each team must create their piece of the Exquisite Corpse (head, body or torso) unaware of the other sculpting team’s plans. Once combined, the resulting art works are truly collaborative.

**PowerPoint Karaoke**
30-60 min facilitated exercise- $300

PowerPoint Karaoke puts your guests’ improv and public speaking skills to the test. A quick wit and sharp tongue can transform this activity into a comedy show. Two guests at a time present slides to the group and attempt to weave them into a cohesive presentation.